If The South Had Won The Civil War
strategies, advantages, and disadvantages for the north ... - strategies, advantages, and
disadvantages for the north and south strategies - expert information: to achieve victory in any war both sides
must devise a plan or strategy to win. in the summer of 1861, the armies of both the north (th e billy yanks)
and the south (j ohnny rebs) marched off to war. leaders for both sides created a plan for victory. the new
south - brfencing - ★the southern economy had changed— industrialization had replaced plantation
agriculture. ★race relations had changed—blacks were now partners in the “new south.” so, let’s examine
grady's claims about this “new south.” the economy of the new south grady was not alone in advertising a
movement from "farm to factory" in the states remembering the great depression in the rural south with little money and a dying hope, people of the rural south had little to look forward to, until 1932. as
interviewed one man remarked, if hoover had been reelected “everybody in the south would have starved to
death.”(37) instead, franklin d. roosevelt was elected president and many interviewed remembered their
excitement united states history and government - nysed - for example, the north had more railroads
than the south and most of the railroads were in the north are the same difference expressed in different
words. in this and similar cases, award only one credit for this question. name date - conneaut schools
central offices - match the skill that those in the south had. robert e. lee had a tough time deciding which
side to fight for. lincoln asked him to command the union army. lee was from virginia. when virginia seceded,
he chose his home state over the union. later he would become commander of the confederate army in the
south. the south had disadvantages, too. the southern colonies: plantations and slavery - the southern
colonies, 1750 geography skillbuilderinterpreting maps 1. location the southern colonies were south of what
latitude? 2. place which southern colonies grew crops of both rice and indigo? the orton plantation, south of
wilmington, north carolina, was founded around 1725. such plantations were representative of the economic
andrew f. smith did hunger defeat the confederacy? - considerable food to the south. when the war
began, the federal government imposed a blockade on the confederacy to stop the export of cotton and the
import of military equipment and supplies into states that had seceded. the blockade had a crucial unintended
consequence: it greatly reduced the amount of foodstuffs going into the andrew f. smith america grows in
the 1800s - uscis - america grows in the 1800s. in the 1800s, america grew very fast. in 1803, the united
states bought the louisiana territory from france. from 1800 to 1860, there were . 17 new states. in the 1800s,
millions of immigrants . came from other countries. the country had two main parts— the north and the south.
they had different cultures. chapter seven: free black people in antebellum america - in the upper
south, whites continued to remove distinctions between free blacks and slaves, restricting their movement and
constantly threatening them with being sold into slavery. until the 1850s, however, blacks in the upper south
had more access to skilled jobs, as fewer white immigrants competed with them than in the north. chapter 5
the red shirt election in south carolina b - the red shirt election in south carolina y 1876, southern whites
had regained control of the government in all southern states except for south carolina, louisiana and florida.
their methods of restoring white rule included violence and intimidation. sometimes, federal troops were sent
south to protect the freedman and his supporters. chapter 14: the politics of slavery, 1848-1860 presidency in 1860 his name was not on the ballot in the south. his election suggests that the north had
abandoned a longstanding pattern of compromise. key topics the information in chapter 14 introduces your
students to the following key topics: • the social and economic differences between north and south. foreign
influence on the civil war - the gilder lehrman ... - assistance. both the north and the south turned to
european powers for aid. if europe had not supplied the confederates with ships, they would have been at a
disadvantage of having fewer supplies. if countries like england had decided to send troops to america to fight,
the tides would have turned. foreign countries have a dramatic influence on ... chapter 16 reconstruction
abandoned 1867-18 77 the republicans - chapter 16 reconstruction abandoned 1867-18 77 the
republicans • often called the radical republicans. • bitter over the death and destruction caused by the
rebellion. • the north (union) had more dead and wounded than south • wanted to punish the south for
rebellion. • led by thaddeus stevens & charles sumner. historical hurricanes in south carolina o - the
hurricane passed directly over the islands of guadaloupe, st. croix, and puerto rico over the next few days
before heading northwestward toward the south carolina coast. by 6 a.m. edt on september 21, 1989,
hurricane warnings were issued for coastal south carolina and more than 250,000 people evacuated the coast.
to secede or not to secede: events leading to civil war - not to secede: events leading to civil war to
view this pdf as a projectable presentation, save the file, ... when missouri applied for statehood, congress had
to confront the ... would be a free state and any new state south of the line would be a slave state.
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